Day two of National Urdu Science Congress begins at MANUU

Hyderabad, Feb 28 (UNI) The 2-day National Urdu Science Congress 2019 organised jointly by the Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU), began here on National Science Day on Thursday.

The congress, which was inaugurated by Michigan University (USA) Associate Professor Dr Qazi Siraj Azhar, was being jointly organised by the Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu and the School of Sciences.

AP CM writes to PM, seeks explanation on pending state bifurcation assurances

Amaravati, Feb 28 (UNI) Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister N Chandrababu Naidu here on Thursday wrote an open letter to Prime Minister Narendra Modi over the failure of Central government to fulfill the state bifurcation assurances even after five years.

Kerala CM asks PM to stop handing over of Airport to Adani

Thiruvananthapuram, Feb 28 (UNI) Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan on Thursday sought Prime Minister Narendra Modi's intervention to stop the handing over of the International Airport here to the Adani Group.

Key YSRCP leaders quit to join TDP in East Godavari

Kakinada, Feb 28 (UNI) Five important leaders of YSRCP in East Godavari district have announced their decision to quit the party and to join the ruling Telugu Desam.

Plastic not to ban in Pondy Tomorrow

Puducherry, Feb 28 (UNI) The imposition of a ban on plastic in the union territory is being delayed by one week.

Welfare of police families is top priority, says DGP Thakur

Tirupati, Feb 28 (UNI) Andhra Pradesh Director General of Police (DGP) RP Thakur on Thursday affirmed that he will give top priority to the welfare of the police personnel families besides making reality of own house dream of every police staff.
People who do not invent either vanish or go into obscurity. These were the thoughts expressed by Dr. Qazi Siraj Azhar, Associate Professor, Michigan University, USA at the inaugural session of the Two-day National Urdu Science Congress 2019 organized by the Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU), Hyderabad on National Science Day. Prof. Azhar was speaking as the chief guest on this occasion.

The two-day congress is being attended by participants from as far away as Lucknow, Delhi and Maharashtra, besides faculty and students of MANUU. The participants include practitioners of science, academicians, students, Urdu writers with interest in science and other stakeholders.

Vice Chancellor, MANUU, Dr. Aslam Parvaiz, who presided over the inaugural once again emphasised the university’s efforts to provide textbook material in Urdu to the students of MANUU.

Dr. Qaisar Jameel, Head of the Department, Genetics, Bhagwan Mahavir Medical Research Centre, Hyderabad who has also been the former president of the Organisation for Women in Science in the Developing World, exhorted the students to have faith in their culture, traditions, and ethics if they want to succeed in life.

On this occasion, several books written in Urdu on different topics of science were also released.

Prizes were also distributed among students who participated in elocution, essay writing and other competitions on the topic “Science for people, and people of science” held in connection with National Science Day.

The congress is being jointly organised by the Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu and the School of Sciences.

Prof. Zahid Hussain Khan, retired professor of physics from Jamia Millia Islamia, and Dr. Qaisar Jameel, Head of the Department, Genetics, Bhagwan Mahavir Medical Research Centre, Hyderabad were the guests of honour on this occasion.

Dr. Abid Moiz, Consultant, Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu & Convener of the congress welcomed the guest & delivered introductory remarks. Prof. S. Najmul Hasan, Dean School of Sciences presented a report on Science competitions and announced the winners. Dr. Ameena Tahseen conducted the proceedings. Later, in the afternoon a special session was held to commemorate 25 years of publication of Urdu monthly “Science”. Dr. Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz it’s Founder Editor was felicitated by Bazm-e-Khawateen, a renowned Women’s Organization from Hyderabad.
Hyderabad: Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu (CPKU) of the Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) is organizing 2 day National Urdu Science Congress 2019 in association with School of Sciences, MANUU.

The inaugural session will be held on 28 th February, 9.30 am at DDE Auditorium, MANUU campus. Eminent Scholar, Dr. Qazi Siraj Azhar, Michigan University, USA will be the Chief Guest of the inaugural session.

Dr. Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz, Vice-Chancellor will preside over. Prof. Zahid Hussain Khan, Retd. Professor, JMI, New Delhi and Dr. Qaiser Jameel, Bhagwan Mahavir Medical Research Centre, Hyderabad will be guests of honour.

Dr. Abid Moiz, Consultant, CPKU and Convener of the Congress will give introductory remarks and Dr. M A Sikandar, Registrar will deliver welcome address.

Prof. Syed Najamul Hasan, Dean, School of Sciences & Director Congress will propose vote of thanks. Three books, Digital Electronics & Computer Architecture (Mahboob ul Haq), Tauzeehi Farhang : Ghiza aur Taghzia (Dr. Abid Moiz) and Buniyaadi Usool Hasharyaat (Dr. Shamsul Islam Farooqui), published by Directorate of Translation & Publication, MANUU will also be released on the occasion.

A special book “Karwan-e-Science” compiled as tribute to Urdu monthly magazine “Science” for successfully completing 25 years of publication will also be released in the afternoon.

Dr. Aslam Parvaiz is the founder Editor of this unique magazine. He will be interviewed by Mr. Anis Ahsan Azmi, Chief Consultant, CUCS to mark the occasion.
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MANUU Students showcase technical skills in Azad Tek 2019

24 hours ago

Hyderabad, Feb.27 (NSS): Students of Maulana Azad National Urdu University from various technical and science background, exhibited today their exemplary skills and talents while displaying innovative projects and ideas.

Eminent Scholar, Dr. Qazi Siraj Azhar, Michigan University, USA and Dr. Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz, Vice Chancellor jointly inaugurated today the Azad Tek Fest 2019 at ITI and Polytechnic Buildings of the University.

The Annual Azad Tek Fest 2019 is being organized on February 27 and 28 in connection with National Urdu Science Congress.

Students of Polytechnic and ITI courses presented expertise achieved by them in different branches of engineering and trades. Models such as generation of wireless electricity, Li Fi, solenoid engine, IoTs, robots, latest bridge construction technologies, green house, sewage treatment plant for MANUU, precast techniques in construction and software projects like staff leave management system etc to name few were developed by students of MANUU.

School Students from around five Urdu medium schools from Hyderabad also presented their innovative projects in the Tek Fest.

Dr. Aslam Parvaiz and Dr. Qazi Siraj Azhar keenly observed all the projects and inquired in detail about their efficacy & uniqueness. Both of them were highly impressed and amazed by the talent &amp; skills demonstrated by Urdu medium students.

Dr. Mohd. Yousuf Khan, Principal Polytechnic and Dr. Arshia Azam, Principal, ITI, were the coordinators of the event.

The Fest was attended by a large number of students, teachers, non-teaching staff and delegates of National Urdu Science Congress.

Prof Syed Najmul Hasan, Dean, School of Sciences and Dr. Abid Moiz, consultant, CPKU were also present.

Meanwhile, students from School of Sciences, MANUU also presented posters/projects on various subjects which includes protective shield of plants, solar tracking system, variation of refractive index of polluted water, dialysis, safe environment, women empowerment through mushroom cultivation, artificial intelligence etc. Essay writing & elocution competitions, debate and oral presentation were also organized by the School in connection with National Science Day. (NSS)
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మామ్మర్షి మాత్రికం అది విద్య పరీ

సంచారం: మామ్మర్షి మాత్రికం జిడ్యం విద్యాధారి ప్రత్యేక సమారోహ రద్దు ప్రారంభించింది. కాగా వాటిలా యూనివర్సిటీ వైద్యం ప్రాగ్రంభించింది. ఇది విద్యాదర్శకుడు, సుప్రసిద్ధాంతం, సర్వప్రసిద్ధి ప్రస్తుతి ప్రాగ్రంభ ప్రాగ్రంభించింది. వాటిలా యూనివర్సిటి, సర్వప్రసిద్ధి విద్యాదర్శకుడు విద్యాదర్శకుడు ఫిలాండింది. ఇది విద్యాదర్శకుడు టింగింది. ఫిలాండింది విద్యాదర్శకుడు విద్యాదర్శకుడు ఫిలాండింది. ఇది విద్యాదర్శకుడు ఫిలాండింది.
Urdu Science Congress begins at MANUU

Several books written in Urdu on a wide range of topics released

Academics at the ‘National Urdu Science Congress-2019’ at Maulana Azad National Urdu University in Hyderabad on Thursday. - ARRANGEMENT

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
HYDERABAD
People who do not invent go into obscurity, said Qazi Siraj Azhar, associate professor at Michigan University, U.S.A. He was speaking after inaugurating the two-day ‘National Urdu Science Congress-2019’ at Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU).

The two-day congress is being attended by participants from all over the country, who include practitioners of science, academicians, students and Urdu writers. The event is jointly organised by the Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu and School of Sciences of MANUU to celebrate National Science Day, a press release said.

MANUU Vice-Chancellor Aslam Parvaiz emphasised on the university’s efforts to provide textbook material in Urdu to students. Qaisar Jameel, head of the department, genetics, Bhagwan Mahavir Medical Research Centre, Hyderabad, who has also been the former president of the Organisation for Women in Science in Developing World, exhorted the students to have faith in their culture, traditions, and ethics if they want to succeed in life. Several books written in Urdu on different topics of science were released, while prizes were also distributed to students who won in elocution, essay writing and other competitions.

Zahid Hussain Khan, retired professor of physics from Jamia Millia Islamia; and Abid Moiz, consultant, Centre for Promotion of Knowledge in Urdu, also spoke.

A special session was held to commemorate 25 years of publication of Urdu monthly Science.
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National Urdu Science Congress 2019 begins

Hyderabad: The two-day National Urdu Science Congress 2019 organised by the Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) on National Science Day began on Thursday. At the inaugural session, Dr Qazi Siraj Azhar, Associate Professor at Michigan University, said that people who do not invent either vanish or go into obscurity. The Congress has participants from Lucknow, Delhi and Maharashtra, besides faculty and students of MANUU. The participants include practitioners of science, academicians, students and Urdu writers with interest in science and other stakeholders.

MANUU vice chancellor Dr Aslam Parvaiz, emphasised on the efforts being taken by the university to provide textbook material in Urdu to the students. Several books written in Urdu on different topics of science were also released.
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Urdu science meet kicks off at MANUU

CITY BUREAU
Hyderabad

"People who do not invent either vanish or go into obscurity." Based on these words of Dr Qazi Siraj Azhar, associate professor, Michigan University, the two-day National Urdu Science Congress began at the Maulana Azad National Urdu University on Thursday.